
case of nuts on the calendar. They
think theycan get rich by taxing
themselves. There are millions of
the,m and they have a vote. You can't
laugh it out of them, you can't snee
it out of them, you can't even argue
it out of them, except in rare in-

stances. A lotof you were in the
same boat once" but you got over it

you probably have forgotten how.
You look back now at the time you
argued that the foreigner pays the
tax, or that a tariff "makes work,"
and you laugh at yourself, but you
don't consider the poor fish that
hasn't had your advantages.

Either Hughes or Wilson will be
elected next month. You know that
as well as you know Monday is wash
dayv There will arise during the
next four years many situations in-

volving questions of national policy
and it will make a world of difference
how they are decided. You know
that, too. We know that Wilson will
decide in our direction and we know
that Hughes will not Hughes is not
artificially against democracy, he is
naturally a plute. Plutocracy is a"s

much a part of him as his hands.
This ought to be enough to convince
any one, much less a radical, that in
playing with politics this year he is
playing with fire. Don't think from
this that I don't wish President Wil-
son had done more than he did. He
hasn't scratched the surface of what
I want. But I know also that he did
more than I had any reason to hope
he qould, and that in many instances
he won only by an eyelash. He'has
congressmen and senators to deal
with and a lotjit them think the way
their constituents do. That is why
they were elected. Did Tom John-
son, with all his great ability, accom-
plish all I wanted, or all he wanted?
Did Altgeld? Did Brand Whttlock?
Did Seidel? Or any of the rest of
the fine fellows who wpuld have laid
down their lives for a fundamental
law? You know they didn't And if
you have any political sense you I

know that they had to Cope with!

safem

conditions as they found them and
that that held them back.

Many a fan can play a lot better
game in the stands than the fellow
he's Jeering at can in the field. But
let him take a bat and go out there
and look them over. He'll do well if
he hits a foul. M. J. Foyer.

SOCIALISTS AND WILSON. You
should have included in your state-
ment of answer to Barteau that the
principal reason the thinkers among
the working class and employed class
are not supporting the Socialist party
is because they have not as yet
reached that point where' they have
demanded the respect and confidence
of the great maporlty wishing to
bring about reforms.

We are all Socialists at; heart
(meaning those who produce some-
thing), but cannot see any hopes for
betterment from an organization that
is all split up among themselves. As
an illustration, ask Mr. Benson why
it was that some few years back the
Socialists had two or three tickets in
the fieldin California for the, voters
to choose from?

How can there be three different
Classes of Socialists in one commu-
nity, all claiming they are "it," and
yet expect sensible people to vote
them into management of public
affairs? When such time comes
that a party is formed to represent
the masses, the producing class,and
such party is headed by a man with
brains enough to hold good to his
promises and not sell out to the

Wall street interests like
Theodore Roosevelt did, there will be
no trouble about getting the votes.

Wilson is the nearest human object
at present pointing toward that ideal.
And if he proves sincere in breaking
away from fixed party lines and gives
the people a government for the peo-
ple it will, matter little about what
party he heads fn the future. All that
will be necessary for him to do is
make up a people's party and stay
at the head of it as long as he sbowa
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